The dismal long-term survival rates of lung cancer patients in the United Kingdom have been the subject of considerable debate over the last decade ( 1 , 2 ) . Indeed, data for lung cancer patients in the United States suggest that American patients have comparatively better long-term survival, leading many health professionals and government bodies in the United Kingdom to attempt to identify and address possible reasons for the marked differences ( 3 , 4 ) . Differences in public awareness of the symptoms of lung cancer, the time taken for diagnostic tests and institution of treatment, and the frequency of curative procedures could all be potential explanations for differences in mortality. However, there has been little comment as to whether differences in reporting of lung cancer mortality data may also be implicated.
According to data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program, the 5-year mortality for all types of lung cancer in the United States was approximately 15% from 1995 to 2000 ( 5 ) . Closer inspection of these data reveals that patients without proven histology were excluded from the survival fi gures. This exclusion is likely to infl uence mortality rates, given that it is well documented that survival of patients without histologically proven lung cancer is worse than that of patients with histological confi rmation ( 6 ) . The exclusion of these patients is in contrast to data from the United Kingdom (also from the late 1990s), where all patients with lung cancer -regardless of whether they had a tissue diagnosis -were included in 5-year mortality rates ( 7 ) . For example, patients in England, Wales, and Scotland ( http:// www.isdscotland.org ) had a 5-year survival rate of approximately 6% ( 7 ) .
It is therefore pertinent to consider whether differences in 5-year mortality rates between the United Kingdom and the United States are real or only apparent. Before valid comparisons can be made between countries, it is important that similar methodologies in documentation are used. CLAIRE A. BUTLER GRAEME P. CURRIE WENDY J. A. ANDERSON
